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Sl!'s Wbo
People and their exploits

Men of Vision

Not Speechless

Unlike most college students,
David Goldsmith and Doug Mellinger didn't have time for socializing last year. In fact, sometimes
they didn't have time for studying.
About all they did have time for
was running Vision Enterprises
USA, a conglomeration of businesses they expect will gross
$500,000 in sales during its first
year.
The businesses, based in Goldsmith's and Mellinger's apartment,
have one thing in common: they all
cater to students. There is a summer
storage company for students providing both spring pickup and fall
delivery, a supply company that
provides glassware and party
favors to sororities and fraternities, an advertising agency
that handles advertising on college campuses, and a company
that both develops innovative products and markets existing products
that manufacturers want distributed
on college campuses.
"You don't have to be 35 to own
a business," says Mellinger, a
member ofthe Class of 1986 who
designed his own selected studies
major-entrepreneurial sciences.
His partner Goldsmith , a
22-year-old M .B.A. student in the
School of Management, agrees. "I
think young people can set up
businesses that work." By next fall ,
they expect their company's sales
to double as they establish branches
on college campuses nationwide.

NBC's Bob Costas was stunned
this spring when he learned he had
been selected as the 27th winner of
the Sportscaster of the Year Award
by the National Sportscasters and
Sportswriters Association.
Although delighted, he downplayed the significance of the award
from his peers. " When you get into a category like this," he said at
the awards ceremony, "there isn't
any one best. It's like being
nominated for an Academy
Award-the nomination means
more than the award itself."
The former Newhouse student is
the play-by-play announcer on
NBC's number-two baseball reporting team with Tony Kubek and
also does play-by-play for college
basketball. But it was his performance as host ofNFL '85 that probably drew the voters' attention.
Costas also had a high-profile
assignment as host of NBC's preSuper Bowl show, where he drew
wide praise for his questions in the
victorious Chicago Bears' locker
room.

Newsman in the
Hot Spots
When news is breaking fast in
Europe or the Middle East, CBS
television correspondent Steve
Kroft is likely to be the person you
see reporting it on the evening news.
From his base in London, the 1971
Newhouse grad covers stories all
over the world for the CBS Evening
News.
"Airplanes and satellites allow
you to get almost anywhere immediately, and the deadlines are incredilile. fi~ no ~~ ~ ~

When they aren't in class, students David Goldsmith (left) and Doug
Mellinger run a business that grossed $500,000 in its first year.
someplace and do a story two days
after something happens- you've
got to be there and you've got to do
it then," Kroft explains.
In the past year, Kroft has visited
every country in Western Europe
plus India, Africa, Russia, and the
Middle East. "Even though it
means being on call24 hours a day,
I still fmd it exciting to meet the people who influence what's happening in the world," he confides.
Although he has established a
reputation as an investigative
reporter, Kroft feels that his greatest
strength in his current assignment
is being a generalist.
"You must be a quick study- no

matter how complex the situation,
you must be able to grasp the essentials immediately," he says. "In addition, you have to realize you can
leave people with only two or three
things to remember. So you must
decide which are the most important issues. Not being able to include more information is probably
the greatest frustration in the job."
After his SU graduation, Kroft
cut his journalistic teeth at WSYR
radio and television news in
Syracuse before going on to jobs in
larger markets. He joined CBS in
1980 and has been in London since
1984. Kroft already has two Emmys
to his credit.

Alumnus Bob Costas is Sportscaster of the Year.
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Alumnus and faculty member Jim Ridlon created this 750-piece assemblage, now in the Smithsonian.

Jock Art
What do you get when you put
together 750 photographs, a steering wheel, a pair of skis, a motorcycle helmet, and other pieces of
sports memorabilia?
If you're Jim Ridlon , SU professor of art, you get a piece of
sculpture that's 12 1h feet wide, 8
feet high, and weighs 500 pounds.
Ridlon's assemblage-made up
of memorabilia donated by more
than 100 athletes and sportscasters-was featured on an ABC
Wide World of Sports special in
April celebrating the show's 25th
anniversary. It eventually will be
housed in the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of American History.
Ridlon, an alumnus and former
Orangeman who played eight years
in the National Football League,
was commissioned to do the
sculpture by ABC. "I think ABC
gave me the commission because I
had an athletic background as well
as an artistic one," Ridlon says.
"They thought I could empathize a
little more."
And so he could, although he admits he never had a bigger challenge
than assembling the 930 items

donated by athletes. The sculpture
includes Pele's soccer ball, Eve!
Knievel's helmet, Arnold Palmer's
driver, Peggy Fleming's ice skate
blades, and Muhammad Ali's robe.
''As an artist, I tried to capture the
feeling of multiplicity of events
Wide World ofSports covered in 25
years-everything from log rolling
to Eve! Knievel jumping 14
buses- events that were not normally televised;' he says.
Although it's hard to believe,
Ridlon created the assemblage
without even drafting a preliminary
sketch. "I looked over all the pieces
to figure out what motifs and patterns were repeated, and then I laid
it out in small sections," he
explains.
He spent six weeks constructing
the piece, made up of three interlocking panels, and never saw
them together until he assembled
them at ABC's studios in New
York.

at SU's Institute for Sensory
Research. Pelli recently developed
a video that graphically demonstrates just how Monet, who had
impaired vision, saw things around
him.

Recently Pelli's five-minute
video served as the cornerstone of
an exhibition of paintings,
photographs, and sculpture by a
group of contemporary artists who
suffer from low or impaired vision
as did Monet.
"The video illustrates what it's
like to live with low vision," says
Pelli, who has invented special
devices that simulate the sight
of a visually-impaired person .
Specifically, it shows how Monet
viewed and painted his famed
gardens at Giverny after developing cataracts, a condition that would
both plague and influence his later
work.
Pelli's video demonstrates the effects ofthree basic types of low vision restrictions: field restriction
(tunnel vision, for instance) that occurs when one's peripheral vision
is impaired, loss of resolution that
results in blurred vision and the inability to distinguish detail, and loss
of contrast that causes an overall
weakening of lights and darks,
resulting in washed-out colors.
As for Monet- one of Pelli's
favorite painters and the star of his
video- Pelli has nothing but
admiration.
"Monet, like many visuallyimpaired people, adapted to his
situation," says Pelli. " He continued to paint despite the frustrations of his failing eyesight. The
resulting images are remarkably
beautiful."

Not Seeing the
Whole Picture
How did the great painter Claude
Monet see the world? Not very
well, according to Denis Pelli,
associate professor of neuroscience

Claude Monet 's distinctive style has long been attributed to a rare
artistic vision, but Denis Pelli , associate professor of neuroscience,
recently demonstrated that lack of vision played a role, too.
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from where I was before. First, I
learned an incredible amount just
by seeing what decisions professionals made in shooting the scene.
Second, it wasn't footage I'd shot
myself-you're always biased about
that. But, here, I came in with an
objective viewpoint and was open
to different possibilities."
Although he feels editing is one
of the most exciting parts of film
postproduction, Bruskin hasn't lost
sight of his primary goal in filmmaking. He now sports a T-shirt
proclaiming: "What I really want
to do is direct."

Even a polar expedition needs a PR man. When Will Steger (left)
reached the Nonh Pole by dogsled in May-becoming the first person
to do so since Admiral Perry in 1909-Syracuse alumnus Jeff
Blumenfeld got the word out.

Some Like
It Cold
When Will Steger, five other explorers, and 21 sled dogs reached
the North Pole in May after a twomonth trek, one of the people
greeting them was Jeff Blumenfeld. His public relations firm,
Blumenfeld and Associates, helped
publicize the historic journey, the
first successful attempt to reach the
Pole assisted only by dogs since
Admiral Perry did it in 1909.
Instead of remaining comfortably
at his New York City office,
Blumenfeld, a 1974 Newhouse grad
who now lives in New Canaan,
Connecticut, took reporters to
Steger's training base at Canada's
Frobisher Bay. There Blumenfeld
graphically demonstrated climatic
conditions by putting them out on
sea ice at temperatures 10 degrees
below zero with winds at 40 miles
per hour.
"The cold was unbelievable. I
couldn't wait to get off after six
hours," Blumenfeld remembers.
"Steger's journey was significant
because it was the first confirmed
dog-sled trip to the North Pole that
was totally self-sufficient, without
air or ground support," Blumenfeld
explains. "Steger did it the way
Perry is said to have done it."
For Blumenfeld, the most gratifying part of the expedition was
knowing that it had increased
understanding of one the harshest
regions on earth. " The North Pole
is one of the world's most
mysterious and least traveled
places. It was wonderful to par-

ticipate in a world class, world level
expedition."
Blumenfeld represented Steger's
major sponsor, Du Pont Fiberfill
Division, which supplied the insulating material used in clothing
and supplies.

Cut and Splice
For most film students, sitting at a
national awards banquet and hearing your name read on the list of
nominees is a far-off dream. But it
came true a little early for senior
Steve Bruskin of Plainview, New
York.
Bruskin had entered a national
fllm editing competition sponsored
by the American Cinema Editors.
Although it didn't win, Bruskin's
entry was judged one of the top
three in the country in the student
category. His high ranking brought
him an invitation to attend the Eddie (for "editor") Awards ceremony
in California in March.
Bruskin, a television, radio, and
film major, was one of70 students
sent dailies- a set of rough, uncut
scenes about 20 minutes longfrom the television series Hotel. To
enter the competition, he then
had to edit the film down to
two minutes.
"I spent two months
just studying the fllm before I ever touched it,"
Bruskin explains. " By the
time I actually began work, I knew
it like the back of my hand and had
already made most of my decisions."
Bruskin continues, "This competition advanced me light years

Shoes That Will
Never Be Filled
The sports pages of Syracuse
should weigh considerably less in
the upcoming year. Tim Green and
Dwayne Washington are gone.
Green, a standout defensive
lineman for the football Orangemen
who earned national recognition,
numerous awards (including AllAmerica), and occasional double
and triple teaming from opponents,
was chosen this spring in the first
round of the National Football
League draft. More SU fans than
usual will tune in to Atlanta Falcons
games next year because of it.
A few weeks later, "Pearl"
Washington announced at a Manley
Field House press conference that
he would forgo his senior year at

Syracuse and was drafted by the
New Jersey Nets. After only three
seasons, he had already established
numerous SU records and was one
of those rare household names in
collegiate athletics.
Green's departure culminates not
only a stellar grid career but also
impressive scholastic achievement-near straight-A grades, candidacy for a Rhodes scholarship,
and selection as a senior class marshal. The result was a reputation
bordering on the superhuman. Four
years ago, the Liverpool, New
York, native bucked the trend and
stayed in Syracuse to attend college;
the city paid him back with hero
status.
Though Washington's career at
Syracuse leaned more to the side of
athletics, his decision to leave was
extremely difficult. For more than
a month prior to his announcement,
Washington deliberated while advice, little of it solicited, poured in
from his fans. Finally, he decided
that college play offers few new
challenges- difficult to deny if
you've watched Pearl slice easily
through opposing defenses. Despite
all the hoopla, Pearl made his decision as calmly and ingenuously as
he played.
The two teams for which Green
and Washington played will probably survive without them this year,
but Syracuse sports heroes will be
a little harder to find.

~~
I

In Syracuse sports history, there have been f ew heroes like Dwayne
HUshing ton and Tim Green. Both have gone to the pros.
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Syracuse University Press
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ADIRONDACK PORTRAITS: A

Piece ofTime

JEANNE ROBERT FOSTER edited by Noel Riedinger-Johnson

ABOLITION'S AXE
MILTON C. SERNETT

THE MAN WHO TRIED TO BURN NEW YORI<
NAT BRANDT

CRUCIBLE OF THE MILLENNIUM
MICHAEL BARKUN

PRINTS AND PRINTMAKERS
OF NEW YORK STATE, 1825 - 1940
DAVID TATHAM, editor
For information about these and other SU Press titles write or call for our free Fal1 1986 catalog:

Syracuse University Press • 1600 Jamesville Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13244- 5160 (315) 423-2596
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